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Many years of research conducted by The Gallup Organization suggest that the most effective people
are those who understand their strengths and behaviors. The e people are best able to develop
strategies to meet and exceed the demands of their daily lives , their careers, and their families.

A review of the knowledge and skills you have acquired can p ovide a basic sense of your abilities,
but an awareness and understanding of your natural talents", ill provide true insight into the core
reasons behind your consistent successes.

Your Signature Themes report presents your five most domin ant themes of talent, in the rank order
revealed by your responses to StrengthsFinder. Of the 34 themes measured, these are your "top
five."

Your Signature Themes are very important in maximizing the talents that lead to your successes. By
focusing on your Signature Themes, separately and in combi hation, you can identify your talents,
build them into strengths, and enjoy personal and career sue ess through consistent, near-perfect
performance.

Strategic

The Strategic theme enables you to sort through the clutter and find the best route. It is not a skill that
can be taught. It is a distinct way of thinking, a special perspe ctive on the world at large. This
perspective allows you to see patterns where others simply see complexity. Mindful of these patterns,
you play out alternative scenarios, always asking, "What if th s happened? Okay, well what if this
happened?" This recurring question helps you see around th ~ next corner. There you can evaluate
accurately the potential obstacles. Guided by where you see each path leading, you start to make
selections. You discard the paths that lead nowhere. You discard the paths that lead straight into
resistance. You discard the paths that lead into a fog of conf sion. You cull and make selections until
you arrive at the chosen path-your strategy. Armed with yo ~r strategy, you strike forward. This is
your Strategic theme at work: "What if?" Select. Strike.

Communication

You like to explain, to describe, to host, to speak in public, a 'id to write. This is your Communication
theme at work. Ideas are a dry beginning. Events are static. You feel a need to bring them to life, to
energize them, to make them exciting and vivid. And so you turn events into stories and practice
telling them. You take the dry idea and enliven it with images and examples and metaphors. You
believe that most people have a very short attention span. They are bombarded by information, but
very little of it survives. You want your information-whether an idea, an event, a product's features
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and benefits, a discovery, or a lesson-to survive. You want t divert their attention toward you and
then capture it, lock it in. This is what drives your hunt for the erfect phrase. This is what draws you
toward dramatic words and powerful word combinations. This s why people like to listen to you. Your
word pictures pique their interest, sharpen their world, and ins] ire them to act.

Woo

Woo stands for winning others over. You enjoy the Challenge of meeting new people and getting them
to like you. Strangers are rarely intimidating to you. On the contrary, strangers can be energizing. You
are drawn to them. You want to learn their names, ask them questions, and find some area of
common interest so that you can strike up a conversation an~build rapport. Some people shy away
from starting up conversations because they worry about run ing out of things to say. You don't. Not
only are you rarely at a loss for words; you actually enjoy initi ting with strangers because you derive
satisfaction from breaking the ice and making a connection. Once that connection is made, you are
quite happy to wrap it up and move on. There are new people to meet, new rooms to work, new
crowds to mingle in. In your world there are no strangers, onl friends you haven't met yet-lots of
them.

Includer

"Stretch the circle wider." This is the philosophy around which you orient your life. You want to include
people and make them feel part of the group. In direct contra t to those who are drawn only to
exclusive groups, you actively avoid those groups that exclud others. You want to expand the group
so that as many people as possible can benefit from its supp rt. You hate the sight of someone on the
outside looking in. You want to draw them in so that they can eel the warmth of the group. You are an
instinctively accepting person. Regardless of race or sex or n tionality or personality or faith, you cast
few judgments. Judgments can hurt a person's feelings. Why do that if you don't have to? Your
accepting nature does not necessarily rest on a belief that ea h of us is different and that one sho
respect these differences. Rather, it rests on your conviction hat fundamentally we are all the same.
We are all equally important. Thus, no one should be ignored Each of us should be included. It is the
least we all deserve.

Activator

"When can we start?" This is a recurring question in your life. You are impatient for action. You may
concede that analysis has its uses or that debate and discuss ion can occasionally yield some
valuable insights, but deep down you know that only action is real. Only action can make things
happen. Only action leads to performance. Once a decision is made, you cannot not act. Others may
worry that "there are still some things we don't know," but this doesn't seem to slow you. If the
decision has been made to go across town, you know that tht fastest way to get there is to go
stoplight to stoplight. You are not going to sit around waiting ntil all the lights have turned green.
Besides, in your view, action and thinking are not opposites. n fact, guided by your Activator theme,
you believe that action is the best device for learning. You m ke a decision, you take action, you look
at the result, and you learn. This learning informs your next action and your next. How can you grow if
you have nothing to react to? Well, you believe you can't. You must put yourself out there. You must
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take the next step. It is the only way to keep your thinking fresl and informed. The bottom line is this:
You know you will be judged not by what you say, not by what you think, but by what you get done.
This does not frighten you. It pleases you.
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